Postcards from the near future / Introduction
I wrote most of the following text in one week of October 2008 in The Hague,
Netherlands. We were invited to the Gallery ‘Andergrond’ for one week during the
arts festival ‘Ground3’ which took place at the time. The festival was held in all the
‘off-locations’ of the Hague eg. the ‘Andergrond’ in order to (re)present them. The
Festival was subtitled ‘for sale?!’.
It was financially supported by the city of the Hague. The people who invited us were
allowed to use the small house in which ‘Anderground’ is located for a limited time
with permission from the city of the Hague- they had been squatting numerous spacesin the last couple of years to use them culturally. They use their space to launch an
exhibition every month, invite musicians to play and they also use the gallery as a
shop for books, clothes and records during some hours of the week. Anyways- we
decided to follow their invitation to produce a film which we were going to screen in
the gallery at the end of the festival. During our week there we slept in the gallery
and opened it every day for a couple of hours to allow visitors to see our work in progress. Apart from this we had set up some other conceptual rules for ourselves to stick
to:
- to only use what we found in the space to make the movie.
- to ask the curators of ‘Andergrond’ to make music with us- as about the only thing
we knew about them was that they were also musicians and that they were living
together with a hen and a couple of cats in the tiny tiny three-storey house above their
gallery.
- one part of the film should therefore show the four of us trying to play music together which should take place in their house. Luckily they were into this idea and it turned out that we had a really good time. The parts of the film where we play music
now somehow represent an utopian moment, an utopian place. You see us playing
but you do not hear anything. Another part shows us four setting up the musical

instruments in different rooms of the house, carrying them around and commmunicating about that- and only the
sound from the camera is heard.
The third part of the film consists of giant clapping hands and digitally altered clapping sounds. The rest of the
film consists of my voice consistently speaking in english over stills- images of everyday stuff lying around everywhere: on the floor, on the table we used for working, on chairs: Piles of books, lightbulbs, tape, paperscraps etc.
Anyways- I started writing this text shortly before leaving to the Hague and already having made some conceptual decisions for the film and wrote the rest in the Hague. Most of my texts are written like that- I imagine something and later mix it up with the real experience. It is a kind of diary fiction.
Of course your real experience always differs from your imgination beforehand, but I think it is interesting to compare the two. I also think I somewhat focus on what I have imagined before while later experiencing the real and
this kind of shapes my perception.
It is a task to act and be very open to new experiences while at the same time try to really perceive them which
in itself might involve analysis. That’s what I like so much about performing- that you take action at the same
time while something else happens (audience, mistakes, unexpected) and at some stage, after many years of
experience, you might from time to time, on rare and special occasions, be able to act and see and analyse all
at once. You could then act appropriately and alter your actions on stage very fast. This is very hard to achieve.
In the meantime I make mistakes. I like making them. I learn.
This booklet is about mistakes, too: In The Hague it turned out that my writing in English is very different from
my writing in German both in tone and use of language. My speech/spoken performance is also completely different. For example I sound quite ‘dry ’ in German but in English everything sounds somehow quite ‘romantic’ or
even sad. Completely different poles. After noticing this we added an introductionary part to the film- spoken
German with English subtitles on black screen. They are not synchronized- neither in translation nor language.
They are now part of this text, part of this booklet.
You have to make assertions. And mistakes. Misunderstandings. Différance. You might cause and form some
cracks by using the differences. The misunderstandings. If you are able to perceive the cracks they might turn into
hopeful moments.
In the meantime carrying instruments and playing music are the moments of hope a little more easy to create. No
language needed there. Language is a crack in itself.
This booklet is another translation. A journal. A journey. From language to sign and image.

Behauptung Fünf
(Film startet)
Assertion No.5
(movie starts)

I told my friend last nite that he is the enemy.
He answered: I probably am. Considering one knows who the enemy is
(nowadays).
I took his hand and we continued walking down the hallway, out through the
front door of the large georgian building into the beautiful garden with its
grassy slopes that brought us to the shore. We stood quietly beneath the clear
nightsky and its twinkling stars and looked at the stacked up shipping containers on the other side of the bay.

The temporary exhibition architecture for the festival will be created from more
than 300 shipping containers. The containers will not be used conventionally,
as receptacles. Instead, paths and spaces for art will be opened up using the

appropriate setting of the huge container warehouses in the harbour. As a

Uptown top rankin'.

symbol of the constant global exchange of wares and goods, the shipping

That's what it was.

containers also stand for the international focus of the festival, its concentra-

See me in my heels and bling

ted duration and its transistory character.

They say we're hip and thing
True they don't know a thing

Sounds pretty brutal, don't you think?

We got no style we're strictly roots
We got no style we're strictly fools

It was first suggested that we take our own image and examine how it could

A question popped up in my mind: would the use of a walkman always lead

be made more portable. We found that simple binary coding system were

me directly to the gates of my school, my workplace or whatever was there to

enough to contain the entire image- however they required a large amount of

keep me from strolling? or was i rather put to a stand-by state inbetween arri-

storage space until it was found that the binary information could be written

ving at the gates and skipping school?

at the molecular level, and our entire image could be contained within a grain

And which hope do you put to the act of skipping school first place, may I ask?

of sand.
Stand-by
I grabbed the headphones I had found on the pavement in front of our house

Definition: A zombie is a living dead.

pressed play and turned up the volume to maximum.

A thing forever caught inbetween life and death.

You start to develop a new kind of desire: you long to go back to your own
time, back to your private intimate world. The desire to flee from all the rules.
In school you have learned a word for the place desire will bring you to: It is
called freedom. You only have a vague idea about this word. And anyways:
ideas, especially these kind of ideas, are not meant to become real- something else you have learned in school as that there is two sides to everythingbinary: good and bad, black and white. No freedom without restrictment.
Pity would be no more
If we did not make somebody poor;
And mercy no more could be
If all were as happy as we
In kindergarten you wear your purple Mickeymaus wristwatch, at home you
pull it off. You learn the proper use of all these devices that from now on will
stick to you like glue throughout your life; they will help you to stay tuned, to
synchronise and will set the boundaries to your little world; all those jojos,
skateboards, gameboys, hooded sweaters, them bling bling chains, cars and
beautiful sneakers, those books and Lps, the Mp3 players, cellphones and
walkmen.

They synchronize you and at the same time they desynchronize you, just a litte,

the river of all language- word dust drifted streets of broken music car horns

just enough to remind you of those childhood days and how good you felt, no

and air hammers.

worries back in the days- endlessly spent in the water, in muddy fields, with
your nose stuck in a book or simply dreaming, your eyes wide open, about all

Grown-ups do stuff for money. There is no other reason.

Love

the things you would do when you would finally be grown up, all the freedom
you would have and all the power. Everytime you turn on your walkman you

In 1979 or 1999 I went freelance as an artist. Back then had the feeling that

open up a span of time- just long enough to refresh those memories, just long

nothing could stop me. I was loaded with ideas. I was constantly searching for

enough to keep your fire burning.

new sensations, stagnation left me totally malcontent. At the time I could enjoy

and them devices surely are real bestsellers, no mistake about that, right?

life. In the morning I woke up to classical music and at the nights I spent strolling around and going out. I felt free and I still knew happiness. It all looked

The Subliminal Kid moved in and took over bars cafés and juke boxes of the

totally different though in the beginning of 1988, shortly before my 35th birth-

world cities and installed radio transmitters and microphones in each bar so

day.

that the music and talk of any bar could be heard in all his bars and he hade
tape recorders in each bar that played and recorded at arbitrary intervals and

The average artist in hamburg is 35 years old, an academic with an additio-

his gang moved back and forth with portable tape recorders and brought

nal profession, unmarried, without kids and has been for the last ten years

back street sound and talk and music and poured it into his recorder array so

ambitiously and full time trying to live off his art.

he set waves and eddies and tornados of sound down all your streets and by

He gets by with an average 248 euro a month, earned through a sidejob or

through backup by his family, lives in a rented space of 38sqmtrs with an

gyms, hospitals, televisions, cinemas etc. - have stolen from them.

additional workspace of average 42sqmtrs which costs 470euro and has pro-

By recognizing them.

duction costs of 446euro. additional private provision for the future is not pos-

By controlling them.

sible.

By making them work.

an efficient / economic education and briefing is said to be insufficient- the

I don't know. But for me this sounds pretty oldschool. Bad-humored culture-

contemporary art market and the marketing of art is deficient and the social

criticism. The dried-out manipulation thesis.

acceptance of artists and their work is bad.
What makes me work is...
Der Mund ist mir die liebste Öffnung im Körper.
(a sentence so poetic I cannot translate)

What?

I saw 10.000 talkers with tongues that are broken.

What makes me work is work.

Radio transmitters from 1955 cost only 15 euro in the shop across the street.

In capitalism everything is work.

I dream of spaces where the bodies recover their ability of gesture which all

Maybe it's not important what makes me work but what the work is.

those metropolitan devices- computers, cars, schools, cameras, cell-phones,
A product that can be sold.

In capitalism everything is a product.

And if I don't sell it?

Depends on why you don't sell it. Makes a difference if you don't want to or if
you're not able to because noone wants to buy it.

It stays a product.

Art not for sale?!
A sentence I can translate:
Maybe you have asked the wrong question.

'Anybody got any money?' he suggested, turning around from the front seat.
There was an emphatic negative chorus.
'That makes it interesting.'
'Money. What's money? We can sell the car.'

IF THE PEOPLE HAVE NO BREAD GIVE WHY DON’T THEY EAT CAKE?

How we're going to get food?'
'Honestly, do you doubt our ability for three short days? Some people have
lived on nothing for years at a time. Read the Boy Scout Monthly.'
'Let's get lunch now.'
'We'll try the best hotel first,' he went on, 'and thence and so forth.'
They strolled along the boardwalk to the most imposing hostelry in sight, and,
entering the dining-room, scattered about a table.
When luncheon was over they sat and smoked quietly.
'What's the bill?'
'Eight twenty-five.'
'Rotten overcharge. We'll give them two dollars and one for the waiter. kerry,
colect the small change.'
The waiter approached and Kerry gravely handed him a dollar, tossed two
dollars on the check, and turned away. They sauntered leisurely toward the
door, pursued in a moment by the suspicious Ganymede.
'Some mistake, sir.'
Kerry took the bill and examined it critically.

Hussel hussel hussel

years ago she used to be a maid.

Grind grind grind

Now she happens to be the assistant supervisor of the dining room servers.

Why has everyone got hussel on their mind?

She's 'Employee of the month'. She's your wife, mother of your child. She
almost, just about, nearly has an undergraduate degree in fine art.

I will need a voice, well screamed and with classy english accent for the following text:

'I bet if you painted what was in your heart, it could hang in a museum.'

the so-called streetart, once arrived out of the minds of restless people, with

What was in her heart, she said, was pretty much just silly crap.

a diffuse will to communicate, to participate, to move out, to tell, is nowadys

What she loved, would never sell. People wouldn't buy it.

corrupted for so called urban art in fealthy art galleries, trendy marketstocks

This was his theory of self-expression. The paradox of being a professional

for loosy vector grafic designers, wannabe skateboard wankers and hip cul-

artist. How we spend our lives trying to express ourselves well, but we have

ture advertisment. perverted to just be style without saying something, cute

nothing to tell. We want creativity to be a system of cause and effect. Results.

characters without minds, meaningless structures for the blind. fuck that, move

Marketable product. We want dedication and discipline to equal recognition

your bad ass punk or shut the fuck up. streetart is dead.

and reward. We get on our art school treadmill, our graduate program for a
master's in fine arts, and practise, practise, practise. With all our excellent

Thou shall not use music or poetry to get into girls pants.

skills, we have nothing special to document. Nothing pisses us off more than
when some strung-out drug addict, a lazy bum, a slobbering pervert creates

It sucks, how you tell everbody your wife's a hotel maid. Yeah, maybe two

a masterpiece. As if by accident.

Some idiot who's not afraid to say what they really love.

And what could that be.

Sailorboys.
Big assed girls.
Images of Superman jumping off a hightop, hitting the pavement somewhere
in Brooklyn, New York, eventually dying.
Monochrome colours, brown, browner, grey, greyer, almost black. Suicidal.
Problems, difficulties, trouble, alienation, lonliness.
Fantasy houses and cobblestone streets. Seagulls circling above oyster boats.
Waves. More seagulls. The smell of freshcut grass. Roaring wind. A salty breeze. A beautiful garden with grassy slopes that lead to the stony shore.

Sea smooth as green glass- off Jersey Coast- an air-conditioned voice floats
from microphones and ventilators:
'Keep your seats everyone everyone. There is no cause for alarm. There has
been a little accident but everything is fine now'.
Explosion splits the boat.

Everything feels so much like work nowadays.
Not that I totally oppose the idea of work. Dear god, we will have to talk more
about this. All being concepts, structures, ideas, man made like yourself and
also my humble self. I guess I connect to the idea of work as being a construction where one is alienated from our desires. Or as a kind of replacement.
Desire lies underneath, we work, but what really drives us might be desire. For
whatever we enjoy doing. Desire in capitalism is replaced by work. The german word I would use is 'unterfüttern'.
Alienation. Do you think one can could compare it with zombiism? The english language confuses me as not being my mother tongue. Recently I said
'handcuffs' when I meant to speak about cufflinks. My friend corrected me, I
laughed, he said: 'I should not have corrected you' but of course he should
have! I would have missed a good laugh there! I am alienated from my
mother tongue. I am alienated from my mother. My mother acts in Zombiiism
towards me. As in all -isms...As in all -isms socialism appeared historical in
multiple forms.
Please make me able to enjoy. Enjoy.

LOVE

soned in its so-called contemporary reality. That doesn't mean it is escaping

space of established facts and laws. Everyone knows that the art work is not

its contemporary reality. This is about becoming and rising up in real as a rea-

an entity in itself, not an architecture without windows. Doubtless it necessari-

lity that transgresses the real. This is about risking new hopes while facing

ly includes persistence in the here-and-now of the one constituted reality which

these real constitutions. I know that hope sound a little idealistic or naive. But

is our world. The existence and persistence and appearance of the art work

this is about non-naive hopes, about a real desire for the real.

comprises 1) an opening to the world of facts, 2) self-assertion within it, 3)
affirmative resistance in the here-and-now universe which has to remain its

People that attend rockshows want to see people on stage who believe in

situational reality.

themselves.
Art not for sale
(Abstract)
What are the conditions for art? Under what preconditions does something

I am for sale

resembling art exist? How is an art work possible? Obviously, for an art work,
for its appearance and existence, like any event, there are its conditions. It

Society is a hole it makes me lie to my friends

never happens or eventuates in a space free of meanings and multiple codification. An art work has to assert its reality in the midst of an existing reality.

What do you sell in your shop?

It asserts itself through its form, its appearing and its duration (no matter how

Close to seventy artists, collectives, and filmmakers, and eight record labels

ephemeral or precarious it seems to be in certain cases) in the over-codified

and publishers.

They are borders.
They are violent.
This text is about violence.
Everyday violence.
Everday violence is ugly.
THE WORD IS LOVE
The image of a giant cheeseburger on a rooftop, an illuminated neon glow. I
notice it while riding the bus to the rehearsal room. The rehearsal room is within a former second world war bunker, a cold and damp giant concrete building situated in the middle of a park. This area of the city is mainly inhabited
by young and- due to their new-economic jobs- wealthy and environmently
friendly families. They vote, buy and fuck each other politically correct. It
makes me sick. I open a can of beer and stare out of the window. Outside it's
raining. Inside does not exist. You told me I am intolerant. My heart is cold
and stony. A grey and windy beach on the west coast. Not many people go
there. The place is too uncomfortable. You now feel uncomfortable spending
time with me. I now feel uncomfortable spending time with you.

J.G. BALLARD

might be a zombie. The town of Kassel. Every four years she awakes and shits

It had the size of a highrise or of one of those containerships we had been

out art. Please notice: Unnecessary swearwords generate minus-points.

watching so often from the other side of the river, holding hands and singing

Childish. Cynic. Jealous. Like the bad stepmother. You tell me my sense of

pop songs.

history sucks. Why be ashamed. Why not be proud. You live in a country and

An organic containership.

you are proud of it. Simple as that. As simple as football is about having fun.

Children played in his hair and elder people used him for hill walking.

Not about nationalism and money, nothing to do with politics. No no, simple

When he started to smell of decay the city had him cut to pieces and transpor-

fun, pure as whitewashed. Snowhite. Like sand on a beach. Pure.

ted to the tropical institute for research or conservation.

The beach is a sandy slope. On the morning after the storm the bodies of

Once, just as people were transporting him on the back of a truck to the tro-

handsome young spanish men were washed ashore on the beach. There they

pical institute to research upon his cause of death, a giant whale exploded in

lay- outstreched limbs, muscles, long black hair- all quite exquisite, quite

some Japanese city center. It was a mighty mess. It smelled of fish.

beautiful even but all very exhausted and painfully dehydrated. The inhabi-

Of seaweed. The seaweed I eat when I get the munchies.

tants of the land gathered around them, carrying axes and water. God has
washed some enemies upon our shore. Then they went and killed one half of

I quit eating. I tried really hard to eat. I said yes to everthing that was served

the strangers. To the other half they made love.

to me on my plate and swallowed really hard but then I couldn't force it down

I will tell you the history of this country I was born in.

my throat. Finally I stood up, brushed some breadcrumbs off my shirt and left

'On the morning after the storm the body of a drowned giant was washed

the table. I went to the market and did some shopping. Got some food for

ashore on the beach five miles to the north-west of the city'.

free, apples, cinnamon and a can of diet coke, chased and killed the chicken

PIRATES

I was living with and cooked my own soup. It was quite tasty and good, I
could't sell it though. Everbody had left me, I felt as if I was a hundredandsixty years old. There was noone left to sell it to.

I didn't even wan't to sell to anybody. That was the worst part. It was just about
being pleasant. Nice. Harmless. If I would have wanted to make money I
would be out there washing cars. Mending radios. Whithewashing walls.
Putting up other peoples exhibitions. Walking other peoples dogs. Instead I
paint nice little paintings and hang them onto the walls of nice little shops of
nice and friendly people for other nice and friendly people to look at them.
While I hang them onto the not quite white walls I sing to myself: don't let the
record label take you out to lunch. And don't bite the hand that feeds you.
Well, I guess that is excactly what I am trying to do. My own hand.
To speak clearly once in a while:
All these cute nice pleasant things just make me sick.
They do not make me sick because I think they are ugly or not good enough
but simply because I am quite sure they are the wrong answer. Answer to

LOVE

I took his hand and we continued walking down the hallway, out through the
front door of the large georgian building into the beautiful garden with its
grassy slopes that brought us to the shore. We stood quietly beneath the clear
nightsky and its twinkling stars and looked at the stacked up shipping containers on the other side of the bay.

written in March 2009
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www.atombusentransporte.de

